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BOOK REVIEWS
INTERNATIONAL RIVERS:
THE POLITICS OF COOPERATION
By DAVID G. LeMARQUAND
Vancouver: Univ. of B.C. Westwater Research Centre, 1977, Pp. 143

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
OF COMPLEX RIVER DEVELOPMENT
By GILBERT F. WHITE
Boulder: Westview Press, 1977
These two books contribute in different ways to the further
understanding of the law and management of international rivers.
David LeMarquand's InternationalRivers is a particularly useful
book for international lawyers, who all too often tend to view international rivers as shared resources governed by a body of intemanational norms. This restricted vision tends to ignore the dynamics
of the international decisionmaking process whereby agreement is
reached governing a particular international river.
LeMarquand goes beyond the finished product, the treaty, and
identifies factors influencing international river cooperation and,
conversely, conditions that inhibit agreement. He looks at the
hydrologic-economic incentives, the upstream-downstream conflict,
the questions of national image and the linkage of the river issue with
other foreign policy issues, as well as the reciprocities that each
nation may have at its command, and the general climate for or
against agreement.
Then, most importantly, he looks at the process of domestic
policymaking and consensus formation which includes the conflicts
between different bureaucracies as well as the conflicts between
different national and regional interest groups.
His discussions of the negotiations leading to the Columbia River
Treaty and the Colorado River Treaty of 1944 and its subsequent
additions in order to solve the salinity problem make fascinating
reading. For example, Minute 242 of the 1944 Treaty which is the
"final and definitive solution" of the salinity dispute between Mexico and the United State never would have been reached had it not
been for a particularly fortuitous set of circumstances. The leadership of Herbert Brownell, who led the American delegation; the
commitment of President Nixon whose motivation was influenced by
the desire to project "himself as an international statesman;" and
further, beyond that and most importantly, domestic alliances led to
approval of the agreement of Minute 242.
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The President had had no interest in providing more funds for
western water development projects, and the western states in the
Colorado River Basin were extremely skeptical of any agreement
with Mexico. However, the President wanted the agreement with
Mexico and the western states quickly and astutely understood that
this gave them the leverage to get their salinity control projects within the Colorado Basin from the Federal treasury. This tradeoff gained
the support of the influential western delegations and led to a "distributive solution that avoided a domestic impasse between the President and western water interests." As LeMarquand notes, "most of
the potential opposition, both outside and inside the Federal Government as well as Mexico" got something from the trade-off package.
The Basinwide salinity program satisfied EPA; the Bureau of Reclamation saw new opportunities to employ its talents in salinity control; the Department of Interior now had the opportunity, for the
first time, to implement the expertise and technological advances
developed by its Office of Saline Waters in a grand showpiece desalting plant; the lower Basin states gained some assurance of a slow rate
of increase in salinity concentrations; the upper Basin states would
not have future water resource development curtailed; the President
and the State Department got an agreement with Mexico; and Mexico was assured of a better water quality. (p. 44)
The complexity of these internal pressure groups indicates the
difficulty in negotiations and the role that regional interests and
domestic political groups may play with their "seemingly irrelevant
demands-irrelevant because they seem to leave no direct relevance at
all to the particular international dispute, but nonetheless hold the
key to whether or not international agreement can be reached."
LeMarquand says of the Colorado agreement that "it shows agreements can be reached when there is no economic incentive for the
upstream country to reach agreement." (p. 47)
LeMarquand illustrates the conclusion by indicating that British
Columbia rejected the Dorr and Will River Projects, which appeared
to be more economic than the Libbey Project, because this would
allow British Columbia to retain control of developments within the
province, and because it thereby received flood and power benefits at
little cost to itself. The U.S. government, on the other hand, wanted
the Libbey Dam in order to accommodate the organizational pressure of the Corps of Engineers, and regional political pressures
exerted by the Pacific Northwest senators. Further, as in the Colorado River situation, the Department of State wanted to conclude
the agreement with Canada in a way that would be regarded favorably by the Canadians in negotiations with the U.S. on other issues.
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Thus various political objectives led to these tradeoffs. He concludes
that "what may seem optimal from a power production and flood
control point of view may not be in accord with the political goals
within the basin countries."
He interestingly points out how the different treaty-making
processes of the two countries may influence the final result, too.
For example, new technologies that could have been beneficial to the
U.S. became available but, LeMarquand points out, a major reason
for "the failure of the U.S. side to seek design changes that would
take advantage of the new technologies was the reluctance of the
Executive Departments to reopen the treaty. This would have
required Senate approval for any changes and subjected the negotiations to contending political interests." On the other hand, Canada,
through its Parliamentary system, does not have this institutional
debility in that the executive has more control over the legislature
and it does not have the problems produced by the balance of
powers concept. However, the Canadians do have more difficulty
under their federal structure because agreement must be worked out
between the national and the provincial governments, which is not
the case in the U.S. under the treaty making power of the federal
constitution.
That reluctance to make changes in treaties once negotiated
because of the need to go back to Congress brings to mind difficulties in negotiating the Panama Canal treaties. In addition, LeMarquand deals extensively with the institutional arrangements for coping with pollution on the Rhine River.
Gilbert White writes specifically on pollution problems, but also
on the wider environmental questions, in his book Environmental
Effects of Complex River Development, published by the Westview
Press. This is a needed book which benefits greatly from the long and
thoughtful concern that Gilbert White has given to the management
of river resources.
The book brings together a group of authors dealing with a range
of rivers from around the world. The book looks at the Volga, the
Azov, the sea water economy, the problem of transferring runoff
from the northern Siberian rivers to arid regions in Russia, the
Columbia River, the Fraser River, the Plate River in South America,
and the African experience in Kenya.
One of the problems that is addressed is the question of long-term
climactic change-whether the utilization of river resources assumes
average conditions from hydrologic records. These assumptions may
overestimate the supply of water or underestimate the demand for it.
The Colorado Basin in North America is an example of how the
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estimated basic water supply was made during a wet period and,
therefore, the interstate compacts and international treaties are based
upon optimistic assumptions.
The book, in attempting to estimate environmental impacts, asks
two questions: 1. what is known about the effects of past development upon the environment, and 2. what appear to be the principal
future effects of alternative adjustments. The book asks questions
such as "to what extent has the natural channel of the stream been
altered . . . resulting in changes in the transport of sediment and in the
accumulation of silt in the channels and deltas by the rivers . ..to
what extent has the quality of the water in the rivers or the reservoirs
been altered? Within the covers of this short book one is given a
broad panorama of the types of environmental problems that arise
from river development and suggestions for meeting these problems.
Frequently the problems are political and institutional. For example,
Derrick Sewell suggests the need for institutional changes in order to
meet the problems of the Fraser River. The problems relate to the
difficulty of obtaining a coordinated approach to water pollution
control in a situation where the federal and provincial governments
both have responsibilities.
In regard to the Plate River Basin in South America, J. C. Day
concludes that there is little precise data concerning the Plate Basin
development impacts, but that there is, therefore, "an enormous
opportunity to begin to trace development effects when future
cooperative programs are implemented." (p. 140)
These two books are highly recommended to anyone interested in
the problems of river basin development, and particularly in regard
to river basins that cross international frontiers.
ALBERT E. UTTON
The University of New Mexico
School of Law

